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The Marek’s Disease Quick Reference Hand-Out 

*Disclaimer* This information is a synthesis of my own research and experience. Please consider it as such. I’m not a 

veterinarian or a research scientist; I’m a (smart) homesteader and a crunchy DIY maven.  

What Marek’s Disease is and how it spreads:  

Marek’s Disease is one of the most common poultry diseases in existence.  It starts showing up in 

chickens between 14 & 25 weeks old but can affect chickens of any age. It’s a tumor-causing virus that 

affects all the major organs. If the tumors don’t kill the poor chicken, a secondary infection (which 

they’re highly susceptible to) will. 

It survives VERY well in arid climates (like southern California), but not as well in ground that freezes in 

winter or is at least 20% saturated with water.  

It’s spread through dander and feces and can travel on the wind for up to 3 miles. Wild birds can drop it 

in your yard. YOU can track it in on your shoes, clothing, or… say… unknowingly add tainted soil 

amended with chicken manure to your garden. 

 Once a chicken is exposed to Marek’s they are carriers for life and are much more susceptible to 

bacterial and parasitic infections. They are also likely to succumb to the virus at some stressful point in 

their life, like laying their first egg. 

It lives on surfaces of coops, roosts & other chicken items for up to a year on its own and in soil & litter 

for 3-7 years.  

Once Marek’s strikes, most of the chickens that are going to perish will do so within about 10 days. It’s 

highly recommended to cull the whole flock, sanitize everything and start over in a new area on your 

land that the chickens haven’t touched. (I did not do this) 

About the most commonly used vaccine:  

Unfortunately, there is a lot of misinformation about the vaccine. There are several vaccines in 

existence but the most commonly used vaccine is the HVT vaccine which comes from a strain of turkey 

herpes virus. The truth is that while the vaccine is “leaky”, meaning it doesn’t actually prevent the 

chicken from contracting or spreading the virus, it DOES prevent them from developing tumors in 

better than 70% of cases (when properly administered), so it’s not useless. The controversy stems from  
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reports that state BECAUSE the vaccine is leaky, the virus is mutating and getting stronger, making it 

more virulent. While there is merit to this debate, a lot of fault lies in improper vaccination.  

The vaccine only works when administered PROPERLY in-ovo (while the chick is still in the egg) or in 

day old chicks. It also takes about 12-16 weeks for the chick to build up resistance to the virus. If they’re 

exposed before the resistance is built, the vaccine is rendered ineffective. 

There are also forum posts and websites that claim the vaccine GIVES the chick Marek’s and if you have 

a mixed flock (vaccinated & non-vaccinated) the vaccine will cause an outbreak of the virus. This is 

simply not true. If a chicken has been vaccinated against Marek’s, they can carry and shed the virus 

ONLY if they’ve been exposed to it. They won’t develop the virus FROM the vaccine. 

Measures you can take once Marek’s is present in your flock:  

As mentioned, the widely recommended course of action for Marek’s is to cull and start over. That 

might be the best course of action in commercial operations but here are some steps that backyard 

chicken keepers may consider taking instead.  

The 3 most important measures are Feeding, Cleanliness and Observation 

Feeding:  

Always have clean water and fresh food for them to eat. Keep them on a regular schedule of immune 

system support and healthy food. This includes fermenting or soaking their feed, giving just enough 

crushed garlic (coat it in plain probiotic yogurt if they won’t eat it straight) for the benefits it offers (apx 1 

clove per 4 chickens 2-4x/week), and a few drops of organic oregano oil per serving of their daily mash. 

Also consider adding some colloidal silver or raw apple cider vinegar to their water (don’t combine). 

Ensure they have daily access to plenty of dark, leafy greens and ideal chicken forage. 

If there’s an illness or stressful situation (molting, point of lay, etc…)  in addition to treating the illness 

directly, dilute an anti-viral tincture (I use Natural Factor’s Anti-V tincture) at a 10-1 ratio (1ml tincture to 

10ml water) in boiling water (this helps to evaporate the alcohol) and let it cool. Then give it to them as 

their only source of water for up to 14 days or until things normalize. It helps boost their system to keep 

the virus at bay.  
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Observation:  

Spend time with your chickens. Spending even 15 minutes a day with your flock can clue you in if 

there’s a health issue presenting itself. Notice how much food they’re consuming. Is it normal? Are they 

each getting their share? What color are their combs? Are they breathing, running and foraging 

normally or is there something off? 

It may sound gross, but look at their droppings. Are they normal? You can tell a LOT about your 

chicken’s health by the poop she leaves behind.  

Also consider weighing them once a week, especially if you can’t watch them eat or feel their crops 

each night before bed. A good weight record can tell you when there’s a sudden loss of mass. It’s not 

easy to do by looking. Chickens are really good at hiding their body mass under those feathers!  

Cleanliness:  
When it comes to the coop, make sure to keep it clean. Each day when you collect the eggs, scoop up 

the accumulated droppings from the litter. It takes about 5 minutes and it helps immensely. 

Every week spend about 10 minutes and rake out the run. Then spritz the coop with coop cleaner and 

scrub it down. The whole thing, including cleaning the run, takes 15 or 20 minutes, depending on your 

coop size.  

Once a month remove all the litter, food and water containers for the “complete” coop scrub down. Do 

a top to bottom scrub & sanitizing and replace with fresh litter.  

For my complete coop sanitation, I use Oxine AH in its activated form. A gallon goes a long way. I use it 

with my Fogmaster Jr and give the whole place a thorough fogging. This really knocks down the viral 

load in their environment when done on a regular basis. If you go this route PLEASE remember to get 

the chickens out of fog range and wear a respirator! 

Security:  

Get some boot covers for when you visit other places where chickens dwell, or have fellow chicken-

keepers over. They’re easily obtained at any hardware store or on Amazon. I get the heavy duty ones 

that I can re-use. When you’re done using them, pop them in a dish pan or bucket and soak them in 

activated Oxine AH or another sanitizer. Cheap vodka will work in a pinch! Let it sit for at least 15 min 

and then you can take them out and let them dry. They’re ready for their next use! 

Did you find this hand-out useful? Was it easy to read or did I waste your time? 

 Let me know by leaving a comment at www.hummingbirdhomestead.com 


